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ABSTRACT
Picture passwords, which require users to draw selections on
images as their secret password, typically provide globalized
solutions without taking into consideration that people across
diverse cultures exhibit differences within interactive systems.
Aiming to shed light on the effects of culture towards users’
interactions within picture password schemes, we conducted a
between-subjects cross-cultural (Eastern vs. Western) study (n=67).
Users created a password on a picture illustrating content highly
related to their daily-life experiences (culture-internal) vs. a
picture illustrating the same daily-life experiences, but in a
different cultural context (culture-external). Results revealed that
people across cultures exhibited differences in visual processing,
comprehension, and exploration of the picture content prior to
making their password selections. The observed differences can
be accounted by considering sociocultural theories highlighting
the holistic preference of Eastern populations compared to the
analytic preference of Western populations. Qualitative data also
triangulate the findings by exposing the likeability and users’
engagement towards the picture content familiar to individual’s
culture. Findings underpin the necessity to consider cultural
differences in the design of personalized picture passwords.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Computer security systems encompass concepts and methods for
the protection of sensitive information. In this context, user
authentication is an essential security task performed daily by
millions of users across the globe. Traditional solutions utilize
text-based passwords, which require users to memorize a
sequence of alphanumeric characters. However, memorizing
strong text-based passwords results in increased cognitive load,
which often leads to poor usability and limited security [59, 60].
To offer a better trade-off between security and usability, prior
works proposed various picture password schemes [8], which
require users to complete a picture-based task to authenticate.
A crucial interface design factor that affects both the security
[10, 12, 29-32] and usability [32, 34-42] of picture password
schemes is the background picture(s) used [9-12]. The task of
creating a picture password is a perceptual process through the
human visual system [8], and involves three steps: i) initial
impression of the input stimuli; ii) information processing; and
iii) output response. Picture perception is also important for the
authentication task [8], since users are requested to recall from
memory the previously selected password selections in order to
authenticate. Nevertheless, common design practices follow a
“one-size-fits-all” approach for the pictures delivered to end-users
during password creation, without considering that people
across diverse cultures exhibit differences in picture perception
[51], attention [14], and memory [13] within security systems.

Given that the perceptual processes involved during users’
interactions with picture passwords (i.e., creation, login) are
heavily linked to cultural differences [14, 51], in this paper we
investigate the effects of cultural differences when people
interact with culture-internal1 vs. culture-external2 pictures.
In doing so, we made two contributions:


We provide external validity to the holistic vs. analytic
preference of Eastern vs. Western populations [14, 15,
49-52] in the context of picture password schemes.



We provide empirical data on the effects of cultural
differences in the context of picture password schemes,
since to the best of the authors’ knowledge, this hasn’t
been investigated yet.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Several works on picture perception have provided evidence that
people across diverse cultures perceive differently the context
and wholeness of the scenes depicted in pictures [49-51]. For
example, Norenzayan et al. [49] investigated the way European
Americans, Asian Americans, and East Asians categorize objects.
Participants were presented with two groups of objects and were
then asked to determine the group to which each target picture
was most similar. The results suggested the holistic preference of
Asian Americans and East Asians who judged similarity based
on family resemblance (i.e., holistically similar to all members of
a category due to the large number of shared features with
them), compared to the European Americans who relied on the
unidimensional rule for deciding whether the target object
shared a single feature with all the members of a category or not.
Studies also revealed that the user’s cultural background can
influence processes such as attention and memory [13, 14, 17,
18]. A study in [50] suggested that Japanese attend more to the
“whole” compared to North Americans who attend more to
specific features of stimulus. Participants were first presented
with a square frame that contained a vertical line, and were then
engaged in a framed-line test that assessed their abilities to draw
the line in either absolute length or proportional to the height of
the surrounding empty frame. Results revealed that individuals
in Asian cultures are more capable of incorporating contextual
information, while individuals in North American cultures are
more capable of ignoring contextual information. To examine
the influence of culture in recalling details from memory, a study
in [15] revealed that Americans were more accurate than East
Asians in memorizing specific features for objects presented
alone and within a context supporting that analytic preference of
Western cultures can account for the increased specificity of
visual information retained in memory [16].
1

Culture-internal pictures highly related to the participants’ shared, individual and
common sociocultural experiences from the daily life context (i.e., depicting
sceneries of a University campus such as lecture rooms, lab rooms, cafeteria, etc.).
2 Culture-external pictures illustrating the same daily-life experiences depicted in
the Culture-internal pictures, but in a different sociocultural context (i.e., sceneries
from the University of a different culture) to avoid users’ familiarity with a scenery.

From a usability and personalization perspective, prior works
suggest that incorporating cultural aspects in the design of
interactive schemes can improve effectiveness, efficiency and
users’ experience [61-63]. For example, a cross-cultural study
conducted by Singh et al. [63] revealed users’ preference on
websites adapted to their local culture. Furthermore, recent
works [64, 65] have shown that cultural differences impact the
way people across cultures perceive, respond and interact with
persuasive systems. Orji et al. [64] investigated the influence of
the determinants on healthy eating behavior and found that
eating behaviors and practices are often determined by cultural
and social factors. Hence, they proposed culturally relevant
design approaches for bootstrapping persuasive technology
interventions by considering the effects of culture. Oyibo et al.
[19] examined the determinants of physical activity and found
differences across diverse cultures. In particular, the individualist
culture was more effective in promoting behavior change
through self-motivating strategies, whereas the collectivist
culture was more effective through socially oriented strategies.
Accordingly, the authors provided a set of design guidelines for
applications that tailor the persuasion strategies by considering
individuals’ culture.
Moreover, users’ cultural background, knowledge, expertise and
experience impact the perceived affordance of the various
interface elements [20, 21]. From a memorability perspective,
works in [22, 23] suggested the feasibility of using
autobiographical memories to query users about their daily
experiences for the task of user authentication. A cross-cultural
study in [24] revealed a positive effect on memorability of
graphical passwords that consist of images relevant to users’
culture. Also, recent literature has shown a positive main effect
of users’ real-life memories towards memorability of usergenerated passwords [25]. From a security perspective, evidence
suggests that the design of security systems should take into
consideration the social and cultural contexts of the end-users
(e.g., marital status, indigenous populations) in order to facilitate
their needs (e.g., trust in a relationship, limited banking services)
[26, 27]. However, it is important to control which sociocultural
aspects, and to what extent, are incorporated in the design of
security systems to avoid educated guessing attacks [28].
Research Motivation. The discussed works provide evidence
that individuals’ cultural differences: i) determine the inherited
way of receiving, processing, and interpreting visual stimulus
which is a cornerstone factor in picture password schemes [8];
and ii) influence usability [20-23, 61-65] and security [26-28] of
user authentication schemes. However, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, there is lack of knowledge related to the
effects of cultural differences with respect to password creation,
memorability, and security within picture password schemes.
We suggest that investigating these effects will allow us to better
consider such differences in the design of personalized user
authentication schemes. For doing so, we conducted a crosscultural study (Eastern vs. Western) in which users interacted
with a picture password scheme using culture-internal vs.
culture-external pictures in the context of a real-life task.

3 USER STUDY
3.1 Research Questions
RQ1. Are there differences in time spent to explore the picture
before making password selections between users who utilize
culture-internal vs. culture-external pictures during password
creation across culture groups?
RQ2. Are there differences in time to login between users who
utilize culture-internal vs. culture-external pictures across culture
groups?
RQ3. Are there differences in users’ selections on hotspots (i.e.,
segments of a picture that attract the user’s attention) between
users who utilize culture-internal vs. culture-external pictures
across culture groups?
RQ4. Are there differences in likeability and users’ engagement
between users who utilize culture-internal vs. culture-external
pictures within picture password schemes across culture groups

3.2 Study Instruments
3.2.1 Picture Password Scheme. We developed a Web-based cuedrecall picture password scheme (Figure 1), similar to Windows
10TM PGA [43], in which users can create gesture-based
passwords on a background picture that acts as a cue. Three
types of gestures are allowed: taps, lines and circles3. Free line
gestures are not permitted, hence, they are automatically
converted into one of the three permitted gestures.
3.2.2 Study Factors – Semantics of Picture Content. To control
participants’ familiarity with the picture semantics, we
intentionally chose two specific picture sets: i) Culture-internal:
pictures highly related to the participants’ shared, individual and
common sociocultural experiences from the daily life context
(i.e., depicting sceneries of a University campus such as lecture
rooms, cafeteria, etc.); and ii) Culture-external: pictures
illustrating the same daily-life experiences, but in a different
sociocultural context (i.e., sceneries from the University of a
different culture) to avoid users being familiar with a scenery.

In order to minimize the bias effect of using one picture per
group, we provided a set of nine pictures for each group [47, 66].
Users could select only one picture from their corresponding
picture set. Figure 2 illustrates the two picture sets used in the
study, which were based on existing research that has shown
that users tend to select pictures illustrating sceneries [12, 39,
44]. Considering that the number of hotspots and the picture
complexity affect the password strength [40, 41], we chose
pictures of similar number of hotspots and complexity between
and within pictures belonging to the two groups. For doing so,
we followed a semi-automated approach to detect the hotspots
segments. To calculate the number of hotspots, we used a
combination of computer vision techniques for object
detection4,5,6, and a combination of saliency maps7 and saliency
filters8 [45] for the salient regions. We further assessed the
equivalence of the two picture sets by calculating the complexity
using entropy estimators 9 , 10 [46]. Based on these objective
measures, we decided on the two picture sets shown in Figure 2.
The summarization of the picture complexity and number of
hotspots segments is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Similarities of number of hotspots and picture
complexity for the picture sets used in the study.
Picture
ID

Complexity
in bits
(Cultureinternal)

Complexity
in bits
(Cultureexternal)

Number of
Hotspots
Segments
(Cultureinternal)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

7.44
7.48
7.32
7.72
7.51
7.65
7.49
7.19
7.46

7.52
7.42
7.39
7.75
7.57
7.72
7.56
7.22
7.51

7
8
7
6
7
7
7
7
8

3.3 Sampling and Procedure
3.3.1 Participants. We recruited 67 participants; 36 undergraduate
students ranging in age from 18 to 25 (m=21.58, sd=2.25), living
in Shanghai, China (Eastern group), and 31 undergraduate
students ranging in age from 18 to 23 (m=19.70, sd=1.88), living
in Nicosia, Cyprus (Western group). Participants in each culture
group were split evenly11 into two groups, and the picture type
was randomly varied across all users. To increase the internal
validity of the study, we recruited participants that had no prior
experience with picture password authentication mechanisms,

4

Tensorflow - bit.ly/1MWEhkH
Amazon Rekognition - amzn.to/2hm466g
6 Google Cloud Vision API - cloud.google.com/vision
7 Saliency Map - bit.ly/2MuiSZC
8 Saliency Filters - bit.ly/2QMuQvU
9 Image Entropy - bit.ly/2wB7Erm
10 scikit-image Shannon Entropy - bit.ly/2Xx4iBK
11 Regarding the Western group, 16 participants received the culture-internal
picture set, and 15 participants received the culture-external picture set.
5

Figure 1. A picture password illustrating the three gestures
allowed in our Web-based picture password scheme.

3

MicrosoftTM Picture Passwords blog - bit.ly/2SajCDO

Number
of
Hotspots
Segments
(Cultureexternal)
7
7
7
6
7
8
7
6
7

Figure 2. The set of nine pictures (left) illustrating content related to participants’ daily-life experiences at the University of
Cyprus (Western population), and acts as the culture-internal set for the Cypriot participants and as the culture-external set
for the Chinese participants. The set of nine pictures (right) illustrating content related to the same daily-life experiences,
but in a different sociocultural context at the Shanghai Jiao Tong University (Eastern population), and acts as the cultureinternal set for the Chinese participants and as the culture-external set for the Cypriot participants.
nor knowledge of its security semantics12, and participants who
had spent the last three years at the University campus of each
culture group, assuming they would have had experiences
within the University.

Finally, a discussion on how participants created their password
from their assigned picture type set took place, and semistructured interviews were conducted to elicit users’ likeability
and engagement with the picture content used.

3.3.2 Experimental Design and Procedure. With respect to the
ethical aspects of the study, we adopted each University’s human
research protocol that takes into consideration users’ privacy,
confidentiality and anonymity. All participants performed the
task in a quiet lab room with only the researcher present. To
avoid any experimental bias effects, no details regarding the
research objective were revealed to the participants. The study
involved the following steps: first, participants were informed
that the collected data would be stored anonymously and would
be used only for research purposes. Next, they signed a consent
form and completed a questionnaire on demographics. Next, the
participants were introduced to a demonstration page to
familiarize themselves with the process of drawing gestures.
Participants were then requested to create a user account in
order to access an online service. To increase ecological validity
and keep security as a secondary task [58], participants were
requested to create an account using our picture password
scheme, in order to use this account to get access to memes.

4 RESULTS

Half of the participants of each culture group received a set of
nine cultural-internal pictures, whereas the other half of each
culture group received a set of nine cultural-external pictures. In
the first step, participants created a username and then they
selected one picture out of the nine available pictures, on which
they created their picture password by drawing three gestures
using a computer mouse. To confirm their picture password,
they were requested to reproduce the initial three gestures.
12

Assessed by the semi-structured interviews at the end of password creation

In the analyses that follow regarding RQ1-RQ3, a two-way
ANOVA was conducted to examine the effects of culture group
(Eastern vs. Western) and picture type (cultural-internal vs.
culture-external) on the time spent to explore the picture before
making password selections (RQ1), the time required to login
(RQ2) and the percentage of picture password selections falling
into hotspots segments (i.e., segments of a picture that attract the
user’s attention) (RQ3) respectively. Residual analysis was
performed to test for the assumptions of the two-way ANOVA.
Outliers were assessed by inspection of a boxplot, normality was
assessed using Shapiro-Wilk's normality test for each cell of the
design and homogeneity of variances was assessed by Levene's
test. There were no outliers, residuals were normally distributed
(p>.05) and there was homogeneity of variances (p=.099 for
RQ1), (p=.063 for RQ2), and (p=.263 for RQ3).

4.1 Time to explore the picture content before
password creation (RQ1)
Data are mean ± standard deviation, unless otherwise stated.
There was a statistically significant interaction between culture
group and picture type on the time spent to explore the picture
before making password selections (Figure 3), F(1, 32)=4.239,
p=.048, partial η2=.117. Therefore, an analysis of simple main
effects for culture group was performed with statistical
significance receiving a Bonferroni adjustment and being
accepted at the p<.025 level. There was a statistically significant
difference in mean “Time spent to explore the picture before
making password selections” for culture-internal picture type

4.2 Time to login (RQ2)

Figure 3. Interaction effect between culture group and
picture type on the time spent to explore the picture
content before users made the picture password selections.

Data are mean ± standard error, unless otherwise stated. The
interaction effect between culture group and picture type on the
time required to login was not statistically significant, F(1,
58)=3.541, p=.065, partial η2=.058. Therefore, an analysis of the
main effect for culture group was performed, which indicated
that the main effect was statistically significant, F(1, 58)=23.686,
p<.001, partial η2=.290. All pairwise comparisons were run with
reported 95% confidence intervals and p-values are Bonferroniadjusted. The unweighted marginal means of login time for
Eastern and Western group that utilized culture-internal and
culture-external picture type were 8.20 ± .51 seconds and 4.44 ±
.57 seconds, respectively. Eastern group was associated with a
mean of 3.754 (95% CI, 2.21 to 5.29) seconds higher than Western
group, a statistically significant difference, p<.001. Figure 4
illustrates the mean time to login across culture groups for each
picture type.

4.3 Password selections on hotspots segments
(RQ3)

Figure 4. Eastern group was significantly slower than
Western group during the first login attempt.

Figure 5. Proportion of picture password selections on
hotspots was significantly higher for the culture-external
picture type than the culture-internal picture type.
belonging to either Eastern or Western group, F(1, 32)=17.378,
p<.001, partial η2=.352.
All pairwise comparisons were run for each simple main effect
with reported 95% confidence intervals and p-values Bonferroniadjusted within each simple main effect. Mean “Time spent to
explore the picture before making password selections” for Eastern
group on the culture-internal and culture-external picture was
15.09 ± 6.84 seconds and 10.89 ± 3.55 seconds, while for Western
group on the culture-internal and culture-external picture was
6.50 ± 3.77 seconds and 8.24 ± 2.77 seconds respectively. Western
group that utilized culture-internal picture type had a statistically
significantly lower mean “Time spent to explore the picture before
making password selections” than Eastern group that utilized
culture-internal picture type, 8.593 seconds (95% CI, 4.394 to
12.792 seconds), p<.001.

Data are mean ± standard error, unless otherwise stated. The
interaction effect between culture group and picture type on the
percentage of picture password selections falling into hotspots
segments was not statistically significant, F(1, 63)=2.893, p=.094,
partial η2=.044. Therefore, an analysis of the main effect for
picture type was performed, which indicated that the main effect
was statistically significant, F(1, 63)=52.762, p<.001, partial
η2=.456. All pairwise comparisons were run with reported 95%
confidence intervals and p-values are Bonferroni-adjusted. The
unweighted marginal means of “Percentage of picture password
selections falling into hotspots segments” for culture-external and
culture-internal picture type for Eastern group and Western
group were 60.847 ± 3.139 percent and 29.412 ± 2.979 percent,
respectively. Culture-external picture type was associated with a
mean “Percentage of picture passwords selections falling into
hotspots segments” of 31.435 (95% CI, 22.78 to 40.08) percent
higher than culture-internal picture type, a statistically
significant difference, p<.001. Figure 5 illustrates the mean
proportion of password selections falling into hotspots segments
across culture groups for each picture type.

4.4 Users’ likeability and engagement with the
picture content used in password creation (RQ4)
We conducted semi-structured interviews at the end of picture
password creation to elicit users’ likeability and engagement
with the picture content used (i.e., culture-internal vs. cultureexternal), ease of picture password creation, and willingness to
adopt a personalized picture password scheme as an alternative
type of user authentication. Example questions of the semistructured interviews were: “What strategy did you follow to
create your password?”, “What type of background picture would
you prefer?”, etc. Evidence suggests that the culture-internal
pictures influence users during password creation. Example
responses include:

- “I created a shape between all the lines and circles which I can
relate it with something familiar” ~ Western P5 (cultureinternal)
- “I chose the clicks and items that I found more interesting in the
image based on my experiences” ~ Western P8 (culture-internal)
- “Easy enough for myself to remember, and I somehow have the
confidence that no one might know what I think” ~ Eastern P17
(culture-internal)
On the contrary, participants who received the culture-external
pictures followed random approaches and selected simple and
easy to remember choices during password creation, which
impacts negatively the security of picture passwords [9-11].
Example responses include:
- “I didn’t follow any strategy. I just picked the obvious points.” ~
Western P3 (culture-external)
- “I selected points that stand out so I can remember the password
easy” ~ Western P23 (culture-external)
- “As simple as possible” ~ Eastern P12 (culture-external)
- “Pick the objects easy to identify in the picture” ~ Eastern P26
(culture-external)
With respect to users’ preference about the picture content used
in picture password schemes, evidence suggests that participants
prefer pictures related to their personal experiences and their
culture, rather than unfamiliar pictures related to other cultures.
Example responses include:
- “Something that's aesthetically pleasant and perhaps that's
personal for me” ~ Western P26 (culture-external)
- “Environment/scenery with a personally relevant mystical
atmosphere” ~ Western P6 (culture-external)
- “Maybe nature and some pictures very meaningful like a picture
of a present I got” ~ Eastern P6 (culture-external)
- “Familiar landscape/architecture” ~ Eastern P33 (cultureexternal)
- “Some places familiar to me” ~ Eastern P36 (culture-external)

5 MAIN FINDINGS
The analyses of results underpin the added value of considering
cultural differences in the design of personalized picture
password schemes. Next, we discuss the main findings of this
work. Table 2 summarizes the main results.
Finding A (RQ1). The perceptual process of the Eastern group was
slower than the Western group during the exploration phase of the
picture. Eastern participants who utilized culture-internal picture
type were significantly slower than Western participants who
utilized the same picture type during the picture exploration
phase until they made their password selections. This can be
attributed to the holistic preference of Eastern populations [14,
15, 49-51], since considering contextual information of the
stimuli presented requires more exploration time. From a
cognition perspective, this finding can be further explained by
the fact that Eastern individuals follow a more holistic and
exploratory approach during visual search compared to Western
individuals that primarily focus on focal points of a picture [14].

Finding B (RQ2). The perceptual process of the Eastern group was
slower than the Western group during the login phase. There was
an effect of culture on the time required to login. Eastern
participants were significantly slower than Western participants
during the login phase. In line with Finding A, such a finding can
be explained from cognitive theories that suggest the holistic
preference of Eastern populations and hence require more time
to explore the picture content [14, 15, 49-52]. In addition,
Western individuals might have better memorized their picture
password by paying more attention to detail, thus positively
affecting the task login efficiency [52].
Finding C (RQ3). Culture-internal picture content encourages
both the Eastern and Western group to make selections on nonhotspots segments. There was an effect of picture type on the
percentage of users’ password selections that fall into hotspots
segments, which can negatively impact the strength of the
passwords [9-11, 53]. Regardless of the culture group,
participants who utilized cultural-external picture content made
significantly higher percentage of picture password selections
within hotspots segments compared to participants who utilized
culture-internal picture content. This is in line with previous
findings of our works [48, 54], showing the positive effect of
utilizing picture content related to people’s daily life experiences
and activities. Such a personalized picture content approach
allows users to make their selections beyond the easy-toremember hotspots and rather based on their episodic memories
within the depicted pictures [55-57], and eventually assists them
with the creation of more secure picture passwords.
Finding D (RQ4). Qualitative feedback from users on perceived
usability and likeability during semi-interviews further
triangulates the quantitative results and reveal that the suggested
cultural-centered picture personalization approach was embraced
positively by the participants across both culture groups. Such a
finding is encouraging for further research given that the same
study design was applied and run in two different cultural
contexts and hence increases external validity of this work.
Table 2. Summarization of the main results.
Metrics
Mean ± (SD)
Time to explore (in sec)
Time to login (in sec)
% of hotspots selections

Picture Type
Group
Eastern
Western
Eastern
Western
Eastern
Western

Cultureinternal
15.09 (6.84)
6.50 (3.77)
8.99 (3.69)
3.79 (1.64)
33.33 (16.16)
25.49 (18.74)

Culturalexternal
10.89 (3.55)
8.24 (2.77)
7.40 (3.41)
5.10 (2.63)
57.40 (15.36)
64.28 (20.52)

6 DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
We investigated the effects of cultural differences when people
interact with culture-internal vs. culture-external pictures within
picture password schemes. Our findings revealed differences in
the perceptual processes employed by the Eastern and Western
population during picture password creation and login. The
results provide external validity to the holistic vs. analytic
preference of Eastern vs. Westerner populations [14, 15, 49-52] in

the context of picture password schemes. We also provide
empirical data, since to the best of the authors’ knowledge, this
hasn’t been investigated within picture password schemes.
Investigating the effects of cultural differences will allow us to
move from the “one-size-fits-all” approach to a more
personalized approach. We envision a framework (Figure 6) that
targets to deliver “best-fit” picture content during password
creation/reset, tailored to users’ unique sociocultural
experiences. Such a framework opens unprecedented
perspectives for designing personalized picture password
schemes that take into consideration the users’ cultural
backgrounds and daily-life experiences as important
personalization factors. On a conceptual level, the envisioned
framework is based on a five-tier sociocultural model of users’
prior experiences or levels of familiarity [57], as illustrated in
Figure 7. This approach inherits multiple levels of abstractions
and was inspired by existing works which indicate that culture
(i.e., behaviors, attitudes and prior experiences) can be
represented at various levels in a multi-level model of culture
[33], originating from the global towards the individual level,
getting through the intermediate sociocultural levels (i.e.,
national, organizational, group) and vice versa. However, this
approach embraces new challenges that need to be addressed: a)
how to elicit and provide picture content relevant to a specified
familiarity level? b) how to deliver “best-fit” picture password
content relevant to a user’s prior sociocultural experiences?

Figure 6. Conceptual personalization framework.

How to elicit and provide picture content relevant to a specified
familiarity level?
The Individual Sociocultural Experience Model will be responsible
for modeling human factors (e.g., working location), cultural
factors (e.g., sociocultural activities, familiarity level with the
content of a picture), and pictorial factors (e.g., semantics, visual
complexity, hotspots). Explicit data gathering techniques will be
used for the generation of user models which take into
consideration users’ location and sociocultural activities during
password creation (e.g., by filling in a demographics form and
selecting a region on a Google map). Implicit contextual
gathering techniques through context-aware frameworks (e.g.,
AWARE 13 , Google Awareness API 14 ) will be used for the
enrichment and maintenance of the user models. Such
frameworks will be effectively used for detection of users’ dayto-day activities and visited places through a mobile application.
To prevent any privacy violations, the Individual Sociocultural
Experience Model will provide transparency to the users by
notifying them about what personal information the model will
be using (e.g., location), what it will be using it for (e.g., for
providing pictures relevant to their sociocultural activities
during password reset), and it will acquire such information only
if it entails location-specific information aligned to the users’
approved privacy model (Figure 7). The privacy will be based a
five-tier model of sociocultural experiences or levels of picture
content familiarity, namely: Individual, Group, Organizational,
National and Global bootstrapped to users’ prior sociocultural
activities and experiences. At the individual level, people have
personal experiences (e.g., one’s experiences within the cafeteria
in her neighborhood). At the group level, people have shared
experiences within the communities they belong to (e.g., one’s
experiences within the volleyball team she plays for). At the
organizational level, people have experiences within their
working places (e.g., one’s experiences within the working space
area at the company she works for). At the national level, people
have nationally shared experiences (e.g., within monuments,
landmarks, folklore). At the global level, people can have
experiences within places not directly relevant to their culture
(e.g., experiences when traveling). Such a privacy model will give
users the ability to activate or deactivate the feature of receiving
“best-fit” pictures. Data will be stored and handled anonymously.
The Picture Meta Search module will be responsible for
generating a candidate picture set for each user based on the
Individual Sociocultural Experience Model. Google Custom Search15
will be used to fetch pictures relevant to the picture semantics
from the pictorial factors, while Places API16 will be used to fetch
pictures relevant to users’ past locations and visited places. The
fetched pictures’ semantics will be further verified based on the
pictorial factors through computer vision techniques (e.g., a
combination of object detection through TensorFlow4, object and
13
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Figure 7. A five-tier model of retrospective image content
delivery and privacy preferences and preservation.

scene detection through Amazon Rekognition5, and label
detection through Google Cloud Vision API6. Pictures will then be
represented as an entry into the multi-level model of familiarity
[57], based on the user’s experiences with the depicted content.
To customize users’ familiarity level, picture complexity and
security policies, an interactive dashboard will allow Service
Providers to adjust picture properties (either per user or group of
users) through scalar ranges (e.g., degree of semantic relevance,
complexity, number of hotspots, etc.). Also, it will provide
detailed information about the analyzed pictures (e.g., labels and
objects detected), their corresponding saliency maps and
hotspots segments, as well as various information about the
users (e.g., Individual Sociocultural Experience Model) and
statistics about their passwords (e.g., time to create, failed
attempts during creation, time to login, password strength,
password resets etc.).
How to deliver “best-fit” picture password content relevant to a
user’s prior sociocultural experiences?
The “Best-fit” Picture Engine module will be responsible for
maintaining, deciding and delivering the “best-fit” picture
content to each user based on the Individual Sociocultural
Experience Model. It will consist of the following submodules:
i) Complexity Estimator: It will ensure that the candidate picture
set contains visually rich pictures (in terms of number of
attention points they entail), since picture complexity impacts
the security of the passwords [39, 41]. The less attention points a
candidate picture contains, the more predictable the created
password would be. The picture complexity will be calculated
through saliency maps [45] and entropy estimators [46];
ii) Hotspots Detection: To identify the hotspots segments in each
picture, a combination of saliency maps will be used [11, 45].
Furthermore, we expect that users will make their password
selections around objects easily distinguishable from their
surroundings [10, 30]. Therefore, object detection mechanisms4,5
will be used for the extraction of the easy-to-identify objects;
iii) Filtering Mechanism: It will assess the appropriateness of the
candidate picture set before the recommendation is made. It will
take as input the outputs from the Complexity Estimator and
Hotspots Detection, and will filter out unsuitable pictures (e.g.,
simple pictures that contain limited number of attention points)
in an iterative process until the candidate picture set meets the
certain degrees of appropriateness adjusted by the Service
Provider (e.g., semantic relevance, complexity, number of
hotspots, etc.). Figure 8 depicts an example picture set
recommendation for a user during picture password creation.

7 LIMITATIONS
Despite our efforts to keep the validity of the study, some design
aspects of the experiment introduce limitations. We used specific
background pictures in order to better control the factors of the
study (sceneries from participants’ universities). Although users’
choices may be affected by the content and complexity of the
picture [39, 40], we chose pictures of the most widely used

Figure 8. Picture passwords recommendations.
category (i.e., depicting scenery [39]) and of similar complexity
and number of hotspots. Expansion of our research will consider
a greater variety of picture categories to increase internal
validity, as well as target participants from widely regarded
individualistic populations (e.g., USA, Netherlands) to increase
external validity.

8 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated the effects of culture towards
users’ interactions within picture password schemes. Results of a
cross-cultural study revealed that people across cultures
exhibited differences in visual processing, comprehension, and
exploration of the picture content prior to making their
password selections. Qualitative data also triangulate the
findings by exposing the likeability and users’ engagement
towards the picture content familiar to individual’s culture.
Given the globalization of applications and services, studies like
the reported one underpin the necessity for considering the
effects of cultural differences in the design of secure and usable
interactive systems that address diversity [1-7].
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